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An Enquriy Concerning Human Understanding.

Enquiry Section 8 - Of Liberty and Necessity

Can Liberty and Necessity be combined?
Libertarians
Hard Determinists
Compatibilists (there is a genuine distinction between actions
that are free and those that are not).
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‘All men have ever agreed in the doctrine both of necessity
and of liberty, according to any reasonable sense, which can
be put on these terms... The whole controversy has hitherto
turned merely upon words’ (E 81).
The Laws of Nature and Necessary Forces.
‘Beyond the constant conjunction of similar objects, and the
consequent inference from one to the other, we have no
notion of any necessity or connexion’ (E 82).
Uniformity amongst the actions of men.
Traveller’s Tales.
Cause & Eﬀect - A Broken Clock - A Person of obliging
disposition giving a peevish answer.
Human Behaviour: We infer from past events to future events.
‘Have we not reason, therefore, to aﬃrm that all makind have
always agreed in the doctrine of necessity according to the
foregoing definition and explication of it?’ (E 89).
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‘By Liberty, then, we can only mean a power of acting or not
acting, according to the determinations of the will’ (E 95).
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‘Whatever definition we may give of liberty, we should be
careful to observe two requisite circumstances; first, that it be
consistent with plain matter of fact; secondly, that it be
consistent with itself.’ (E 95)
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Is the ultimate author of our volitions the Creator of the
world?

The Problem of Evil

Augustine (c.354-c.430)
Evil is a ’Privation of Good’
Free will is a supremely valuable
capacity

The Problem of Evil

Leibniz 1646-1716

The Best of All Possible Worlds

Hume’s Dilemma
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NEXT WEEK: Hume’s Enquiry Sections X & XI

